conference services

Online Presence & Management, Video Production, Preservation
http://cdrs.columbia.edu/

Online Presence & Management
We provide software and training enabling conference organizers to easily build a website and manage
submission of papers and participant registration. Support and pricing levels are detailed below. Please
note that Extended and Premier support levels involve an annual fee that may increase incrementally
depending on total storage and other needs. Email info@cdrs.columbia.edu for more information.

Premier

Basic
Free | 3-5 weeks set up
We supply you with conference software and a
customizable website hosted at a Columbia URL.
The site can hold up to 250 MB of uploaded
content, and will be hosted by CDRS for 12
months after its creation.

$750+ per year | 17+ weeks set up
A premier level conference site can be
completely customized by our team, and will
accommodate both static and streaming audio
and video content. We will also offer onetime media migration and post-conference
transcripts.

Simple

One-time cost of $250 | 7-8 weeks set up
We acquire a Columbia domain for you, install
or upgrade the tools you need, manage initial
configuration, and pass everything on to you.
You provide us with your logo and preferred
color palette. We will host the site for up to 18
months and permit 250-500 MB of uploaded
material.

Extended

$500+ per year | 11-13 weeks set up
Our team customizes your site with colors,
fonts, and logos you specify, and can create up
to 5 custom webpages. We’ll also consult on
transcription tools. The site can remain available
for up to 5 years (with an option for renewal),
and allow over 500 MB of uploaded material,
which may include static audio or video files for
download, but no streaming content.

à la carte menu

Supplement your conference with
interactive tools.
Blog
For blog set up, please add on one week for
Basic and Simple support levels, three for
extended, and five for premier.
Wiki
For wiki set up, please tack on one week for
Basic and Simple support levels, and two
for extended. A wiki is already included in
the premier service.

Video Production
Our video team can help you capture your conference on digital video. For a customized price quote,
please email Vincent Aliberto, Video Services Manager, at va118@columbia.edu.

Preservation
Obtain a permanent URL and enhance access to digital conference materials by creating a preservation
collection in Columbia’s research repository, Academic Commons. For more information, visit http://
academiccommons.columbia.edu or email Robert Hilliker, Digital Repository Manager, at rhilliker@columbia.
edu.

partnering with researchers and scholars to share new knowledge

